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PASSING THE TEST 
P R O J E C T  F O U R

South Africa’s new Product Testing Institute is a far cry from what we expect in a laboratory 
type setting. What we have come to know as a sterile, cold and artificially lit environment has 
been turned on its head, to deliberately defy design notions. The Product Testing Institute’s 
campus is used to facilitate research and innovation in the field of product lifecycle and 
recycling (with particular focus on the tyre industry). With brilliant design by Imbono FJA 
Architect's and implementation of softscaping by Countryline Horticulture, this building has 
earned a six- star Green Star rating- with the Green Building Council of South Africa, the first in 
the Eastern Cape. This rating solidifies its intention of pushing the sustainable envelope. 

Size of building: 4200m2 
Project Timeline: 
11 Months (May 2016 – April 2017) 
Landscaping timeline: 2 months  
Total Project Value: R75 Million 
Soft Landscaping: R340 000   

P O R T F O L I O

T
he Product Testing Institute is situated in 
the automotive and tyre-manufacturing 
grouping within the Coega Industrial 

Development Zone (IDZ) just outside of Port 
Elizabeth. 

The office building onsite has been designed 
around a rather “green” courtyard, which 
offers protection from the region’s infamous 
wind as well as adds to the positive working 
environment. With the creation of both winter 
and summer gardens in this space, visitors and 
staff get the cool shade under the wooden 
pergola, puddles of winter sunshine under the 
acacia trees and a water feature to alleviate 
noise pollution. 

All landscaping is xeriscaped, including the 
earth mound roof garden leading out from 
the boardroom, which, due to thermal mass, 
moderate’s temperatures in the auditorium 
directly beneath it. The clients need for fencing 
which can often damage vegetation was re-
evaluated to include a pond around the premises 
which acts as a boundary marker onsite.

Because this is a Coega IDZ Zone, Landscaping 
onsite had to comply with the Coega IDZ 
planting palette, in which only endemic plants 

to the Coega IDZ could be used on the site.  
Approval for the landscaping is required before 
any works begin and this is done by submission 
of the BOQ, planting plan, plants list, along 
with sourcing and a methodology for the 
landscaping works. The buildings that are built 
in the Coega IDZ area often strip the natural 
vegetation. Thus, new builds are required to 
undergo a search and rescue operation of 
the natural habitat before construction starts. 
Endangered plant species were removed to 
a nursery at Coega and then made available 
to Countryline Horticulture, who kept some 
of the natural vegetation onsite as part of the 
landscaping.  Pebbles and stones seen in the 
courtyard are also harvested from the site. 

Running water has also been introduced to 
soften the harsh sounds of the N2 highway as 
well as to create a tranquil work environment. 
All of the water is harvested from underground 
tanks.

Challenges and Notable Information: 
The Acacias needed to be lifted, by crane, over 
the roof into the courtyard for planting. Acacia 
Karoo are also difficult to source in the Eastern 
Cape, especially such large specimens. 

S U P P L I E R S

Timber Decking & Pergola’s 
Touchwood - 041 360 3385  

Stainless steel & reclaimed timber  
R&R Aesthetics - 041 484 3845

Natural Pond & Water Harvesting System 
Green Overall - 082 771 2062 

Landscaping
Countryline Horticulture - 071 641 484 

Plant Suppliers
Trees SA - 021  842  0003  
Mystree - 082 550 1646  
CSM - 083 654 5764  
Elands Nursery - 041 955 5671

Fertiliser  
GreenFingers - 041 364 0288  

Lighting 
Lighting Innovations - 041 374 0111    

Paving 
Bosun Brick - 011 310 1176
Shukuma Bricks - 041 372 1013 
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P O R T F O L I O

All topsoil had to be wheel barrowed through 
the building for the courtyard area.  

The roof garden topsoil and grass had to be lifted 
onto the roof, using a telly handler/tele-porter, 
which was time consuming, it had to be done in 
layers, levelled out by hand and allowed to stand 
for compaction, before finial levels and grassing 
could take place. The use of the white pebbles, 
in the beds, gave a nice clean contrast the brown 
pebbles on the walkways, which also assisted with 
topsoil not swirling around in the courtyard on a 
windy day, along with providing a mulch to limit 
water evaporation. 

Plant selection had to be carefully considered, as 
Port Elizabeth has water restrictions and no hoses 
or irrigation systems can be used for watering. 

A B O U T  C O U N T R Y L I N E 
H O R T I C U L T U R E 

Countryline 
Horticulture (Pty) Ltd 
is a landscaping and 
irrigation installation 
and maintenance 
company based in 

Durban. It was established in 2007 and it has 
since grown from strength to strength within 
the KwaZulu-Natal and Eastern Cape regions. 
Countryline’s mission is to provide clients with a 
finished project that exceeds their expectations, 
combining the best quality workmanship, with 
prompt, friendly and efficient service at a 
competitive price.

A B O U T  I M B O N O  F J A 
A R C H I T E C T S 

Imbono FJA Architects 
CC was founded  
in February 2004 
when FJA Architects 
merged with one of 

the first Black Empowerment companies in the 
Eastern Cape, Imbono Projects Solutions CC. 
Imbono FJA Architects successfully balance 
the “art of architecture” and the “discipline 
of management”. We aim to remain relevant 
at all times in an everchanging and diverse 
cultural and economic landscape, by investing 
in talented young professionals; making use of 
leading technologies and applying the multi-
dimensional expertise of our senior architects 
while they mentor the younger generation. 
Imbono FJA Architects currently runs from 4 
offices across the Eastern Cape. East London, 
Mthatha, Port Elizabeth & Queenstown.  
www.imbonofja.co.za


